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1.0 EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
“If the future does not include being out there among the stars and being a multi-planet species, I find that
incredibly depressing."
Elon Musk
Thi s proposal for the Atlas Space Settlement provi des for a unique and innovative large space settlement
des igned to ensure maximum efficiency a nd productivi ty, while a lso maximizing livability. The focus has
been to create a highly profitable venture, while keeping in mind the “human experience”, so critical to life
i n s pace.
Whi l e many may vi ew asteroids as dangerous obstructions, Northdonning Heedwell vi ews them as
boundless opportunities. A cri tical first step towards life in s pace and interstellar travel will be the mi ning of
a s teroids to provide raw materials for refineries and factories i n space.
In the design of this settlement, each of our departments has focused on the use of practical and innova tive
s ol utions to maximize efficiency, productivity a nd livability. The key design elements are:
Atl a s will have a 10-layer structural hull made of materials designed to handle heat a nd debris, provide
s trength to the structure a nd deal with all s tresses unique to the environment that the s ettlement will
operate i n.
To power the entire settlement, Pl asmonic Ca vity wi th Subwavelength Hole a rray (PlaCSH) photovoltaic cells
wi l l be placed at the front of the settlement. These Nano-solar panels have a solar cell efficiency hi gher than
a ny exi sting solar panel.

To ens ure the comfort of an earth-like experience, a wind and humidity sys tem has been employed.
A di saster management system has been planned for emergency s ituations, i f a nd when they a rise.
Automa tion Design and Servi ces has designed a unique asteroid ca pturing mechanism, which employs a
buckys tructure net a nd a thruster system to encapsulate the entire asteroid a nd allow asteroid mining.

The company proposes percussion penetrating mechanical drills in order to a chieve the main objective of
the s ettlement – the mining of asteroids.
The SC 2019 ens ures that the ore is tra nsported back to the settlement efficiently.
Northdonning Heedwell has designed this settlement to achieve the desired objectives of productivity,
effi ciency a nd profitable operation with the use of cutting edge technologies l ike theProtostar,
buckys tructure nets and winch, research laboratories, MATs a nd s o on.
At the s ame time Northdonning Heedwell has ensured that residents will live i n a n extremely comfortable
envi ronment with the ATCO; l ivability robots like FNB robots, Health Plus (HP5525) robots, cleaning (CB1600)
bots a nd s o on. We have designed prefab homes with terrace gardens and other similar functionalities to
enhance the residents’ l iving experience i n s pace.
We a re very exci ted about the opportunity to work with you on this venture. We have provided all the
deta ils required to assist your s election and we believe that you will s ee the merit i n selecting Northdonning
Heedwell as the primary contractor for building the Atlas Space Settlement.
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2.0 STRUCTURAL
DESIGN

2.0 STRUCTURE

2.1 Design of the Settlement
2.1.1 Overall Structure
The space settlement has multiple components
designed to provide the residents with a comfortable
living environment and allow efficient capturing and
processing of the asteroid.
The habitation ring is 1780 m in radius and rotates at
0.5 RPM to provide habitants with a comfortable
living environment at 0.5 G. The storage ring is
concentric to the habitation ring and has a radius of
895 m. It also rotates at 0.5 RPM to simulate an
environment with 0.25 G, allowing for easy
movement of heavy machinery and large amounts of
ore. Both rings are 200 m wide and 50 m tall and
have a cross section of a rounded rectangle, allowing
for easy pressurization. This allows for 22 million
square feet of area for agriculture, industry, and
residential
purposes.

There are 4 docking arms attached to the central axle
behind the torus, positioned at 90° from each
other. 2 of these are 800 m long, have 20 docking
ports each, and allow for spacecraft carrying ore-filled
CASSSCs or CASSSCs filled with other heavy materials
to dock with the settlement. They also have some
areas for temporary storage of CASSSCs, which will be
held in place using These 2 arms will remain
unpressurized. CASSSCs will be sorted according to
RFID tags and sent to different parts of the
settlement through the autonomous transportation
system which will be detailed in Operations and
Infrastructure.
The other 2 arms are 100 m long and facilitate the
transport
of
people to and
from
the
settlement. There will be 2 docking ports, each
equipped with an airlock. (For airlock design, please
refer to Operations and Infrastructure.) These arms
will be pressurized and have customs facilities for
processing of individuals.
For generation of power, there are 4 solar arrays
attached to the central axle, each of width 248 m and
height 800 m. Each array is attached to the
settlement via a gimbal that allows them to rotate up
to 90° to ensure optimal capturing of sunlight. They
are arranged at 90° angles from each other and
provide ample power for all of the settlements needs,
from daily activities to industrial activities like ore
processing.

Large sodium-Ion batteries attached to each of the 4
solar arrays store surplus power which can be utilized
when there is no sunlight falling on the
settlement. The large size of the solar arrays
compensates for the shadows of the habitation and
storage ring which may fall on the arrays. Hydrogen
fuel cells provide backup power during situations of
power shortage. The habitation torus has large
radiators attached to its opaque surface to allow for
dissipation of heat. For the design of the radiators,
please refer to Operations and Infrastructure.

Fig 1. Top view of settlement

Fig 2. Front View of Settlement

Fig 3. Diagram showing pressurized/ non pressurized
rotating/ non rotating portions
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2.1.2 Hull Composition and Materials Table
Material

Areas of use

Purpose

High Density
Polyethylene

Opaque portion of Habitation
Torus

Radiation shielding, debris protection

Fiberglass

Central axle, Storage torus,
Opaque portion of hull

Structural Strength, Thermal Insulation

Aluminum Oxynitride

Transparent Portion of hull

Structural Strength

Silicon
Buckystructure

Central axle, Storage Torus,
Opaque portion of hull, Net,
Rolling shutters

Debris protection, Capture of asteroid,
isolation of volumes in torus

Titanium

Framework of Central Axle,
Storage Torus, Opaque portion
of hull, rolling shutters

Crack Resistance, Structural Strength,
isolation of volumes in torus

Ethylene Vinyl
Acetate Adhesive

Central axle, Storage Torus,
Opaque portion of hull

Sticking the layers together

Water

Transparent portion of hull

Thermal insulation and radiation shielding

Bipyridinium Based
Electrochromic dye

Transparent portion of hull

Allowing/ Blocking sunlight from entering the
settlement

Acrylic Glass

Transparent portion of hull

Scratch pane to prevent electrochromic dye
from getting damaged

High carbon steel

Rotational interfaces

Ball bearings to reduce friction

Our design offers safety to our occupants through a
multi layered hull. The structure has a titanium
framework providing structural integrity, a fiberglass
layer for thermal insulation and added strength, and a
silicon buckystructure layer to prevent the settlement
from debris and any small parts that may break away
from the asteroid. A 0.8 m shield of polyethylene
protects the settlers from galactic cosmic radiation and
solar flares.

The transparent portion of the hull provides
outstanding views of space to the residents of ATLAS
while ensuring their complete safety.
Aluminum
Oxynitride (AlON) provides strength while water
provides thermal insulation and radiation protection
while being transparent enough to allow views of space
and allow sunlight to enter. Electrochromic dye allows
the windows to turn opaque simply by passing a tiny
current through that layer.
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Sensors embedded in the hull will inform residents of
any structural fatigue or microfracture so that it may
be repaired immediately, while jigs on the surface of
the of the habitation and torus rings allow robotic
vehicles to attach for repairs.
2.1.3 Rotational Interfaces
The rotation will be started using hall-effect ion
thrusters. It will take around 18 months for the
settlement to reach the required angular speed to
reach the required magnitude to generate the
required gravity. Due to the low angular acceleration,
it will be easy for robots to work in the
habitation/storage ring. Once rotation has been
started using the ion thrusters, it will be maintained
using a high torque linear motor on a toothed circular
track. Friction between the central axle and the
habitation ring will be reduced using ball bearings
made of high carbon steel.

2.1.4 Emergency Isolation and Evacuation

In case of any contingency, different parts of the
habitation ring will be separated using 1 rolling
shutter with 2 layers- 1 made of silicon
buckystructure to maintain an effective seal between
the 2 volumes, preventing a leak of atmosphere , and
the other made of titanium slats to prevent any
collateral damage caused due to fire or any other
such hazard. In case of severe damage, the
settlement can be evacuated using the escape pods.
There are 46 such escape pods, positioned at a
distance of 245 m between each other. Each is
capable of holding 250 people, allowing all residents
and guests to leave the settlement in a timely
manner.

Fig 2. Rolling shutter for isolation

Fig.1 Rotational Interface
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2.1.5 Diagrams of settlement when not attached to asteroid and when attached to
asteroid

Fig.1 Settlement when not attached to the asteroid

Fig. 2 Settlement attached to asteroid showing direction of acceleration
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2.2 Allocation and Uses of Down
Surfaces and Height Clearance
2.2.1 Allocation of Down Surfaces

The allocation of down surfaces maximizes efficiency of
transport of edibles between the agricultural areas and
the commercial areas, allowing for easy distribution of
food. The agricultural areas are sealed using thick
panes of AlON from the rest of the settlement to allow
a higher percentage of carbon dioxide inside these
areas. The central commercial areas allows for easy
accessibility to all settlers.

2.2.2 Orientation of Down Surfaces
The height of the ring is 50 metres, allowing for
buildings up to 8 storeys high. The high ceilings
provide a feeling of spaciousness to the residents. Due
to the rectangular cross section of the ring, more area
is available for inhabitation.

Fig 2. Orientation of down surfaces

2.3 Construction Process
ATLAS’s construction process is designed keeping in
mind efficiency and time constraints. Therefore,
emphasis has been placed on simultaneous
construction of multiple components to ensure timely
completion.
Preliminary
• Hydrogen fuel cells along with large cryogenic liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen fuel tanks will be
launched into space from earth along with the
necessary robots for construction of the
settlement.
• Simultaneously, titanium ore, obtained from lunar
rock, will be refined on the surface of the moon.
• Manufacture of polyethylene and harvesting of
water from the surface will also proceed.
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Phase 1
• The construction robots will start receiving materials
from the lunar surface, Alaskol, and Alexandriat,
allowing construction of the cargo docking ports and
temporary storage facilities.

Phase 2
• Solar arrays will be constructed
• Gyroscopes and flywheels will be constructed
immediately to allow the settlement to remain stable
during construction

Phase 3
• The primary power source used for construction will
shift from hydrogen fuel cells to the solar arrays.
• The armatures of the habitation rings will be
constructed along with the 400m titanium beam.

Phase 4
• The habitation ring and storage ring will be
constructed simultaneously.
• Radiators will be installed on the opaque surface of
the habitation ring

Phase 5
• The installation of the ion thrusters for spin up of the
rings will be installed on the outer surface of the
habitation ring.
• Emergency escape pods will be installed.
• The rolling shutters for isolation of the volumes will
be installed.
• Air received from the subcontractors will be used to
pressurize the settlement so that plant growth can
begin
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Phase 6
• Spin up of rings begins.
• The propulsion systems will be received from Earth
and installation will proceed.
• Construction of the capturing mechanism begins.

Phase 7

• Interior installations will begin.
• The passenger docking arms will be constructed, along
with the airlocks.

Phase 8
• Inhabitation of the settlement begins.
• During this time, the labs for nanotechnology and oreprocessing are constructed.

2.4 Interfaces for Capture/Retention
and Access to Asteroid in Transit
2.4.1 Capture and Retention Systems

For capture and retention of asteroids, our space
settlement uses a buckystructure net with a fine mesh
which prevents rubble from escaping. The design uses a
net instead of a grabbing unit because a net is able to
compensate for spinning in the asteroids more easily. It
also allows us to capture loosely conglomerated rubble
piles with ease.
The asteroid capturing mechanism is separated from the
rest of the structure by a 400 m long hollow beam made
of titanium.
This prevents the asteroid from damaging the settlement

in case the net breaks or there is some other error which
may affect the settlement.
The net is contained in a biconical structure as shown in
the diagram. There are 8 small remote controlled
vehicles attached to the top of the net which are also
attached to the biconical structure in a small circle
around the apex while the bottom of the net is attached
in a circle to the settlement in a circle. The bottom of the
net is attached to a winch which controls the amount of
net released.
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2.4.2 Capture/Release Processes
ATLAS uses an ingenious capturing process to ensure
that the asteroid is secured inside the buckystructure
net:

To capture the asteroid, the upper conical section
opens into 8 ‘petals’, which causes the net to
unfurl.

The robots then detach from the structure and
encircle the asteroid to capture it.

Powerful electromagnets attached at the end of the
net cause the net to join together, effectively
retaining the asteroid.

The thrusters of the settlement are used to maneuver
the asteroid to the desired orbit for mining where
mining operations will take place. (Mining operations
will also take place in transit through the hollow

titanium beam). When the asteroid has reached the
desired orbit, it will be released from the net.
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The releasing process is described as follows:

The direction of current passing through ½ of
the electromagnets is reversed, causing the
electromagnets to repel each other and pushing
the ends of the net apart.

The robots attached to the end of the net fly
back to the opened petals and 1 robot attaches
to each of the opened petal.

The petals then close again, causing the net
to be held inside the structure.

2.5 Route of Ore-filled CASSSCs to spaceport
Once the destination orbit is reached, the net will be
retracted, allowing the mining equipment to be deployed
onto the asteroid from the CASSSC docking arms to the
asteroid. The vehicles which will be used to carry the
mining equipment to the asteroid from the CASSSC docks
to the asteroid and the ore- filled CASSSCs from the
asteroid to the settlement will use hydrazine
monopropellant thrusters. Materials that are mined
from the asteroid will be taken to the CASSSC docking
port and stored in the temporary storage facilities, where
they are stored using clamps in 0 g.

Fig 1. Routes when asteroid is in transit

If the asteroid is to be mined in transit, the mining
equipment will be deployed through the 50 meter wide
hollow titanium beam from the front of the central axle
using the same vehicles. The equipment will be deployed
directly into the net and attach to the asteroid. The
vehicles will carry the ore filled CASSSCs from the
asteroid contained in the net to the front of the central
axle. The internal transport system carries the CASSSCs
from the front of the central axle to the cargo docking
arms.

From the temporary storage facilities in the cargo
docking arms, the ore-filled CASSSCs will be transported
to the Bellevistat settlement via autonomous vehicles
that will use the cargo docking port.

Fig 2. Routes when asteroid has been released at
destination
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3.0 OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
3.1 Location and Material Sources
The settlement would be built in a lissajous orbit through the
Earth-moon L1 and L2 lagrangian points as depicted above
Majority of the construction materials of the settlement are
coming from the moon this locations proximity to the moon is
thus ideal as it would save us a considerable amount of
resources
This location is free of space debris unlike the LEO providing
safety to both the builders and the settlement during
construction.

Material

Sources

Thickness(m)

Mass (kg)

High density Polyethylene

Moon, Alaskol

0.8

8,714,996,777

Fiberglass

Lunar surface

0.4

11,423,235,020

Aluminum Oxynitride

Moon, Alaskol

0.65

Silicon Buckystructure

Alexandriat

0.3

8,658,843,448

Titanium

Alaskol, Moon

0.2

21,160,384,590

Ethylene Vinyl Acetate
Adhesive

Earth

Negligible

Negligible

Water

Moon

1m

2,236,813,969

Acrylic Glass

Earth

0.05

111,840,698.45

High carbon steel

Moon

Negligible

Negligible

Electrochromic
Dye

Earth

Negligible

Negligible

5,379,537,596

3.2 List and Quantity of Consumables
3.2.1 Air Composition
SECTOR

Oxygen%

Nitrogen%

Carbon
Dioxide%

Percentage of
Other Gases%

RESIDENTIAL

24.9%

73%

0.03%

Argon-0.93%
H2O- 0.14%

INDUSTRIAL

22.9%

76%

0.01%

Other- 1%

AGRICULTURAL

21%

75%

1%

H2O-3%

OTHER PRESSURISED
AREAS

25%

74%

0.5%

Other -0.5%

Total volume at
0.75ATM (m^3)

~26533294.51

~84228509.545

~329205.8349

~1792729.624
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3.2.2 Food Production

HUMIDITY
The wind system located in the residential area
draws air into the unit and pass it across a watersaturated filter, which is kept moist by keeping in
contact with a small water reservoir.
On passing through the damp mesh, the air is
laden with water molecules. This simulates
humidity, which provides the inhabitants with a
pleasant environment.
The humidity is controlled by regulating the
amount of air entering the wind system.

CLIMATE

Season

Temp (day)

Temp (night)

Summer

89.6-78.8°F

82.4-75.2°F

Winter

68-60.8°F

64.4-57.2°F

Spring

75.2-69.8°F

71.6-68°F

Autumn

73.4-68°F

69.8-64.4°F

Heat Radiator
•

•

•

The heat on the settlement will have to be
efficiently controlled and for this purpose we
have designed a unique radiator called the
Curie Point Radiator (CPR).
The CPR provides us with a major advantage
due to its easy to transport low mass
components, greater efficiency and reliability.
The CPR will use a large number of small, solid
ferromagnetic particles. These particles will be
heated to a temperature above the Curie
point, the point at which a ferromagnetic
material loses its magnetic properties. The
ferromagnetic particle used will be Cobalt due
to its high Curie point (1404.2 K).
As the particles will radiate heat into space
and cool, they will regain their magnetic
properties and will be collected by a magnetic
field. This cycle will continue in the similar
manner.

ITEM

On earth
per day
(kg)

In space per
day (kg)

Oxygen

0.84

0.84

Drinking Water

10

1.62

Dried Food

1.77

1.77

Water for food

4

0.80

Amount of food produced per day: 20,000 kg of
food per day.
Method of production: Aeroponics
Working: Plants will be left hanging in the air
(shown in figure 3.2). Water, mixed with a nutrient
solution which varies from plant to plant, is
pressurized by a pressure canister to form mist.
The mist is then sprayed onto the roots of the
plant. As no medium is present, oxygen, nutrients,
and water can directly reach the root hair without plants exerting much energy to combat
through a medium.
Advantages of Aeroponic systems:

•

•

•

•

Plants grown in air require less space as there
is no competition for nutrients. They can be
grown in stories, which saves space. They
require approximately 1/10th of the space
required by a plant grown in soil.
Less water is required, as spraying water on
the root in the form of mist allows greater
absorption of water and nutrients by the
plant. Additionally, the solution can be
recycled later on; thus, reducing water or
nutrient waste. Water saved can be up to 90%
than the conventional method.
It does not require soil. Therefor e, any type of
plants can be grown, by altering the
aeroponics conditions.
More oxygen is available to the plant, as it is
in direct contact and is not obstructed by soil.
Therefor e, it has the greatest and fastest
yield, with fast plant growth and greater plant
health
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The best type of crops to grow in space are those
which are very nutritious, grow easily and do not
require much water or time to grow:
•
Salad crops: Fastest and easiest to grow
•
Potatoes: Produce twice the amount of food
as some seed crops when given equivalent
light
•
Sweet potatoes and wheat: Provide
carbohydrates
•
Soybeans: Provide proteins

To note:
•

•

•

•

The required nutrients, ammonia, nitrates and
carbon dioxide, along with other essential
nutrients, will be pumped in the form of a mist
by an automated machine.
The plants will be subject to red and blue LED
lights for optimal growth, depending on the
nature of the crop. Red light is ideals for flowers
whereas blue light is ideal for vegetation.
The plants will be subjected to 12 - 16 hours of
light (vegetative plants are to the lower end)
with about 8 hours of darkness
The nutrients required for the mist will be
produced by decomposition of food waste and
treated back into the system along with
treatment of faecal matter. Much of the
nutrient solution can be recycled as well. Plants
grown in the aeroponic systems have also been
shown to uptake more minerals and vitamins,
making the plants healthier and potentially
more nutritious.

To note:
The agriculture will take place in the agricultural
area within the ring. The height of this floor will
be 28 m. The area of the 5 million square feet.
The plants will be grown in floors, with height
dependent on the crop. The average rice crop will
require 2m in height.
Food units will be comprehensive meals which
are easy to store and have a high nutritional
value.
Approximate calorie intake: Keeping in mind the
daily activities of humans on the settlement, the
average individual will require 1800-2700
kilocalories per day.

Criteria*

Hydroponics%

Aquaponics%

Aeroponics%

Irrigation
water saving

85

80-85

95

Fertilizer
saving

80

85-99

85

Productivity
increase

150

100-150

300

Soil
requirement

Requires
soil

No soil
required

No soil
required

Harvesting of crops
•

•

•

The crops will be harvested by automated
robots which will have an efficient cut and
drop mechanism.
The blades will emerge from the spaces
between two plant columns in the aeroponic
system. It will be set off by a timer. These
blades will then cut the plant at the stem and
drop it on the conveyor belt at the level below.
The crops will then be transported to a
container via the conveyor belt. This container
will then be sent to the processing stations.
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Meat
In the bio printing method, a solution of of several
biomaterials in hydrogel form, encapsulating the
hematoporphyrin, termed as BioInks. The BioInk
can be stabilised and can be cross-linked after bio
printing to generate the final shape, structure, and
architecture of the meat. Using additive
manufacturing, we will print raw meat which will
further be cooked and served to the residents.
The amount of meat produced per day is
approximately 120 grams per person.
3.2.4 Water Management

Time
period

Carbohydrate
s and Fats(Kg)

Proteins
(L)

Water
(L)

•

Per
Day

5600

1000

23500

•

Per
Month

168000

30000

705000

Per
Year

2044000

365000

8460000

•

Purified yellow and grey water can be used
for all purposes
A part of the black and the non-treatable
water cannot be made potable. The
unusable part of this water will be used as a
coolant and finally the solid sludge waste
will be disposed by the processes
mentioned in solid waste management.
The purification of water will take place as
described below.

3.2.3 Electricity Production
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Electricity will be produced by Plasmonic
cavity with subw avelength hole array
(PlaCSH) photovoltaic cells.
The device consists of three portions: the top
mesh, middle plastic and bottom metal. The
top is 30 nanometers thick. The holes in the
mesh are 175 nm in diameter. Because the
mesh is practically smaller than the
wavelength of the light it is trying to collect, it
allows an effective capture of light once it
enters the holes in the mesh instead and only
allows 4% to reflect off.
The bottom layer of the cell has a material like
will be an active metal like silicon to convert
the photons into electricity. The middle layer
of plastic acts as a semi-conducting layer and
helps absorb the light.
Energy will be stored in sodium ion batteries.
Backup energy source would be a store of
Hydrogen batteries which would be stored in
CASSSCs
Total energy requirement is 1 GW per day. We
will have 7215 panels each producing 5.77
kWh.
The size of an individual solar panel will be 65
by 39 inches.

Water saving technology: Atomising Aerator
This aerator will be fitted on every tap in the
settlement. It splits water by the process of
atomisation. This aerator will create tiny
droplets of the water and thus reduce water
consumption by about 90%. The pressure of the
water can be altered so as to suit the water
flow for more rigorous tasks like washing
utensils. The technique we are using is Airless
Atomisation.
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In this process, high pressure will force the fluid
through a small nozzle. The water will emerge
as a stream. The friction between the fluid and
the air disrupts this stream, breaking it into
thousands of tiny droplets. The high pressure in
the tap and water will be introduced by
increasing the diameter of the water carrying
pipe(according to Bernoulli’s principle).
Amount of water required is 75555000 L per
year. It will be stored in water tanks in the
storage ring. They would be shipped in
CASSSCs.
Water purification

3.2.5 Waste Management
Waste from municipal sectors such as
Education,
Recreational
Facilities
and
Commercial sectors will be recycled as follows:
Segregation
•
•

•

It is segregated into food waste and dry
waste using optical sorting.
Different types of plastic, composites, and
other wastes are being sorted with the help
of color sensitive sensors.
Infrared sensors will determine and identify
the position of different waste components.

Dry Waste

• Dry waste is further segregated into metal,
plastic and paper.
Food Waste
•

Food waste is decomposed and made into
fertilizers, from which nutrients are
extracted. These nutrients will be used to
make the mist needed for aeroponic growth.
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Metal Waste
•

Metal waste is put in a furnace and is remelted to form pure metal.

Plastic Waste
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plastic is processed in the following ways:
Identification
Grinding
Washing
Drying
Silos
Agglutination
Extrusion
Granulation

The features of the device are as follows• It would allow the management to broadcast
important information.
• The device would also act as an identification
card.
• It would have a camera, an internal voice
based messaging system, and an NFC system
for the purpose of identification and unlocking
doors
• Through this the r esidents would be allowed
to call the albatross which will function as a
taxi service.
• Allows residents to report complaints or
mechanical anomalies directly to the
management.

Faecal Matter

10 -15 kilograms of dry matter of faeces are
produced per person in a year. Faeces will be
decomposed and its nutrients will be used for the
Aeroponic system. Many nutrients such as
Potassium are mainly found in its water-soluble
ionic form and is therefore readily available.
Treatment of faeces before use is done by
thermal composting. Faecal nitrogen is mainly
found as organic nitrogen and so, needs to be
mineralised before it becomes available for
plants.

3.2.6 Communication
Equipment

Working

Photonic
Total internal
Crystal Fiber reflection/light confinement
(PCF)
in hollow core methods to
propagate light
Broadband

Function

Location

Provide internet and
internal communication
network to the

Internal structure of
ring

settlement.

Provides a wide band of
30 GBps for residents, Four towers, covering
frequencies which allows 50 GBps for commercial
each sector of the
information to be
area and research
settlement according
multiplexed and sent on
facilities.
to the allotted
different channels with the
broadband speed.
band concurrently.

The internal communication system will be
called INSCISE (INtra Settlement CommunIcation
SEtup). All personnel would be provided with an
internal communication device called ATCO(Atlas
Communication).
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External Communication
Equipment

Technology and Operation

Laser
Communication:
Lasers in the
near infrared
region of the
electromagnetic
spectrum will be
used

Flight Laser Transceiver:
Four 5 GBps channels will be
operated, using multiplexing.
Ground Laser Transceiver (4
units): Receives a variable
rate pulse position-modulated
signal with a maximum data
rate of 5 GBps.

Internal Transportation

Function
1.Enable streaming of
high-definition video from
deep-space
2.Support human
exploration of deep-space
3.Enable use of high data
rate science instruments
4.High precision ranging

Location
The onsettlement
equipment will
be located at the
top and the
bottom of the
central axis.

Albatross

The r esidents of the settlement will enjoy three
modes of internal transport which will make their
day to day movement very convenient and
efficient.

Bicycle
A bicycle will be available to travel short distances.
A separate lane would be kept free for the cycles.
This would also promote a healthier lifestyle
amongst
the
residents .

The albatross is a 6 - seater vehicle which will
move at a top speed of 25 km/h. It would
work like a taxi service. The residents can use
the ATCO to summon the Albatross and can
simply enter their destination in the system of
the vehicle. The albatross will then drop the
passengers at the entered destination.

3.2 Table of Commodities and Quantities
S. No

Consumables /Commodities

Quantity

Atmosphere

Oxygen, CO2, NO2, Other gases

900 CASSSCs of compressed
air(113,411,494.79459 m^3)

Food

STEM cells for meat, seeds for
aeroponics

20 CASSSCs

Electrical power

Solar panels

7215

Water management

Water (initial requirement)
(Bi annual requirement)

400 CASSSCs(75555000L)

Waste management

Waste management systems

10 systems

Internal
/
communications

ATCO, Broadband towers

ATCO-12000; Broadband towers4

Albatross, bicycle, transport from
tubes to port

Albatross-500; Cycles- 8000
Tube transport- 32

Transportation

external
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3.3 Primary Construction Machines and Jigs
The settlement would be built by the Protostar
alpha and the modular robots. A large machine
which is propelled by 4 boosters underneath it,
it may be sent on basic tasks such as simple
transportation and placement over short
distances and it for certain areas which require
precision or expertise it may be operated
manually with a maximum crew capacity of 10.
The Protostar would have 2 major appendages
for the building of the settlement.

Protostar
Alpha

The appendages would have replaceable heads,
they would also have adhesive guns which would
release hot Ethylene Vinyl Acetate Adhesive to
stick together two plates of materials. Ther e
would be a beta and alpha version of this
machine.

The robots used to build the exterior would
be called the ECS and the one for the
interior would be called ICS both would
have a cuboidal base. The settlement would
be built plate by plate and stuck together by
the Protostar, the modular robots would
assemble the plates of the settlement
together. Once the base has been made
and the interior is ready to begin being
developed the ICS would be deployed and
start assembling the interior of the docks,
main ring and the storage ring.

Interlocking Jigs

Female Socket

Male Plug

3.4 Propulsion and Thrust Directions

Jigs
New interlocking system: All the machines would
have a special interlocking system which would
prevent them from drifting away.

Modular robots
The cuboidal modular
robots which would have
gimbals on the top for
changing the functions of
the robots, the base
would hold the different
primary machine heads
Eg. Screwdrivers.

•

•

•

The settlement is equipped with 2 prograde
thrusters, 2 retrograde thrusters, and 8
maneuvering thrusters.
The prograde and retrograde thrusters have
been strategically positioned to be near the
center of mass of the settlement while
preventing the thruster blast from hitting the
settlement. They are attached to the end of
beams which allows any rotation or instability
to easily be countered by differential thrust in
conjunction with the maneuvering thrusters
and flywheels.
The 8 maneuvering thrusters provide
unprecedented maneuverability to allow for
easy capture and retention of the
asteroid. Large flywheels aid the maneuvering
thrusters to allow the structure to rotate
easily.
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The thrust required for the settlement
=1.234650064 x 10¹⁴ N
The thrust required to move various types of
asteroids:

Type of
asteroid

Total mass
(Kg)

Total thrust
required(N)

C type

3.0155473 x
10¹⁵

2.955236354 x
10¹⁵

S type

5.9217633 x
10¹⁵

5.803328034
x10¹⁵

M type

1.1624939 x
10¹⁶

1.139244 x 10¹⁶

Position of
the Thrusters

3.5 Movement of CASSSCs
Brief overview of the procedure
The ships carrying the CASSSCs would enter one
of the 32 ports and move fur ther in and reach a
relay hub, after which our systems would take
over. The CASSSCs, would be rec eived in the dock
from their carriers with the help of MATS
(Mechanized Advanced Transport System) which
would have arms on each side which would grip
onto the CASSSCs, the MATS would stack them
up by interlocking the hooks of one CASSSC to
another. While the CASSSCs are being taken out
of the ships, the ships would be provided with
electrical charging ports allowing them to charge
up their vehicles, this feature would be available
in the human ports as well.
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The MATS would take the CASSSCs out of the
ships and stack them up, they will stack up and
stay together as their hooks would interlock
and form a bond
The MATS would have a small RFID reader
placed in the rotating head to scan the RFID
tags of the CASSSCs which would inform the
MATS of it’s contents and allowing the MATS
to decide where to send the CASSSC.
The MATS would also put the CASSSCs on the
platforms and send them a signal containing
the directions to the destination.
Their rotating base would house all their
automation and software
They would be provided with paths embedded
in the ground
Their arms, along with the middle body would
be capable of stretching up to 50 m off their
paths, extending its parts to reach CASSSCs
It would have two rotatable sections allowing a
better adjusting system
Total no=48 : 32 for the cargo ports, 2 for
human ports, 10 in the storage ring, 4 for the
main ring

•
The relay hubs are the places where the
mechanized cranes, MATS, pick the CASSSCs and
put them onto their respective platforms in the
tubes, these platforms are designed specifically to
handle CASSSCs. When the MATS place the
CASSSCs onto the platforms they send a signal to
the platforms, wirelessly, directing the platforms
to the desired location of CASSSCs, the platform
would then follow the path given by the MATS
and would deposit the CASSSCs in the storage ring
or the main ring. The platform for the CASSSCs
would look like a base with gripping mechanism
on either side grip on to the CASSSCs firmly. The
tubes would run throughout the settlement and
would carry the CASSSCs, this same tube system
would be used for the transport of people in and
out of the ring, it would connect the storage
facilities and main ring to the docksThe same path
backwards would be used for loading the CASSSCs
onto the ships

Features of the relay hubs, MATS, CASSSCs
.
carrying platforms and tube systems
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Relay hubs Number - Ther e would be one for
every 4 ports and one every two human ports
and 4 in each ring.
Total no. of relay hubs = 18
After the ships reach, the MATS pick up the
CASSSCs from the ship and stack the CASSSCs
up. The CASSSCS will be held together by
interlocking their hooks which would be present
on every vertex of the containers.
Each hub would have two tubes except for the
one for humans, which will only have one tube.

•

•

•

•

After receiving signals from the MATS, it
follows the directions and reaches the
destination
They will be sent to the storage ring and the
MATS present at those locations receive and
place them in their storage locations.
If they are to be sent to the main ring they
would be received in the same form exc ept
the CASSSCs would be placed on trucks
which will take them to the desired
locations. There would be 12 such trucks.
When not in use, they would be parked near
the relay hubs of the main ring.
When the platforms would not be in use
they would stand in the empty ports ready
for the next ship

Features of MATS (Mechanized Advanc ed
Transport System)
• The MATS would have a set of arms to firmly
grip onto the CASSSC by locking onto the hooks
onto the vertices
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4.0 Human Factors and Safety
4.0 Introduction
Atlas will provide a comfortable living
environment for both residents and visitors. Natural
sunlight will be provided by the placement of
electrochromic glass windows along the inside of the
settlement. The usage of this glass will enable us to
simulate Earth- like day and night cycles and allow
residents to view Earth.

4.1 Community
4.1.1 Housing
•

•

•

•

6 prefab home designs equipped with FNB robots
and CB1600 robots (ref 5.3)- 4 apartment modules
and 2 independent residences.
Each apartment building will be 4 storeys high with
a terrace garden.
There will be sectors of residential units, each
surrounding a park and a grocery store, to provide a
sense of community.
The residential part of the torus will have 26
residential sectors.

4.1.2 Entertainment and Visitor
Accommodation
Malls - Atlas would have one mall, which would
comprise multiple shops, a movie theatre and a food
court. The mall will be 3 storeys high. Shops will be run
by administration, and subcontracted to multinational
corporations from Earth. These shops will be of
different sizes and will be completely automated, using
self checkout counters to increase efficiency.
Total Area - 50,000 sq ft, Capacity- 425 Persons
Hotel - Visitors will be accommodated in one of the 300
spacious units of approximately 350 sq ft each in a 6
storey hotel.
Area per floor- 20,000 sq ft
Movie theatr e - Residents can enjoy a movie in the
movie theatre in the mall. Each hall can accommodate
65 people at a time.
Area- 7,500 sq ft
Trampoline Park- Trampoline park on Atlas will provide
residents an exciting way to unwind after a long day of
work. It can support residents at a time.
Area - 15,000 sq ft.

subjects- mandatory subjects and optional subjects;
mandatory subjects being academic and optional
subjects being vocational.
The branch for higher education would be
more specialized where students will be allowed to
choose their field of study.
Schools will be equipped with capabilities such
as AR and VR, to enrich the learning process.
Workshops will be held monthly to equip
children with necessary skills such as disaster
management, first aid, communication, time
management and mental health.
Area - 10,000 sq ft - 2 floors each of 10,000 sq ft

4.1.4 Medical
Atlas will have 2 hospitals for patients that
require intensive or extensive care, each having a
maximum capacity of 300 patients. Patient rooms will
be modest in size, approximately 240 sq ft, as research
shows that modest room sizes have shown significant
increase in patient satisfaction.
The hospitals will also have automation
systems that perform routine tasks such as blood
sampling and testing so as to increase efficiency.
Ambulances will be equipped with stretchers,
defibrillators and other first response medical
equipment to ensure the wellbeing of patients being
transported to the hospitals.
Medical kits which include first aid supplies
such as crepe bandages, gauze etc. Will be supplied to
every housing unit. Medicines that are to be
administered will be centrally distributed in prescribed
quantities so as to minimize wastage and maximize
resource usage.
Health specialists, specifically paramedics will
occasionally train volunteers, mostly students who are
interested in medicine, in first response medical
situations.
Area of hospitals (2) = 18,750 sq ft per floor (4 floors)

4.1.3 Education
One school which will be divided into two
branches, one for primary education and the other for
higher studies.
Primary education will offer two types of
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4.1.5 Recreational Facilities and Parks
Recreational Centre - Atlas has 2 Recreational Centres,
each 2 storey building having a capacity of up to 185
residents at a time. This will have a meeting area, a
discotheque, a banquet hall, a gym,and a game room.
This would serve as a hub for recreation.
Area of each floor- 10,000 sq ft

Virtual Reality Hub- Atlas has 3 VR Hubs, each of which
has a capacity of 37 customers at any time. The VR
Hubs offers unique experiences to residents, ranging
from gaming to tours of terrestrial cities (Ref. 4.5)
Area - 2775 sq ft per VR Hub
Gyms- Atlas has one gym in each Recreational Centre.
Each can hold up to 65 residents at a time. Physical
activity is of utmost importance as it maintains health
and wellness. Resistance training is also offered as a
way to maintain mental and physical health. (Ref 4.5 for
facilities available)
Area per gym - 1625 sq ft
Capacity - 65 persons each
Parks- Atlas has one large central park and 26 parks in
the residential sectors. These parks will be used for
outdoor recreation.

Category

Consumpti
on per
person (Kg)

Consumpti
on for all
persons
(Kg)

Production

Cereals

5.4

62,020

Internal

Vegetables

71.91

812,583

Internal

Fruits

111.35

1,254,300

Internal

Dairy
Goods

247.3

2,791,100

Internal

Meat

105.8

1,197,800

Internal

Rice

63.7

719,810

Internal

Coffee

4.4

49,720

Internal

Clothing

11

124,300

External

(Values in Kg’s per annum)
Production

4.1.7 Consumables and Distribution
The table below shows estimates of the
different quantities of consumables required on Atlas.
The habitable part of Atlas has 0.5g, so active caloric
expenditure will tend to be slightly lower than that on
Earth.

Transport

Grocery
Store

Consumer

Consumables Distribution

4.1.6 Wind Systems
Wind systems will be simulated using the air
purification system on the settlement. The average
wind speed on earth is 10-20 Km/hr. The wind speed
simulated on the settlement will be 10-15 km/hr.
There will be intake vents and blowers on opposites
walls of the torus.
The wind systems would help in the growth
of plants and will also have a positive effect on humans
by increasing Serotonin secretion, low levels of which
lead to depression.
Total number of blowers – 22

Storage
Ring

Production - Production will take place in the
agricultural and industrial areas.
Storage Torus - After production, all produce will be
transported to the storage torus through the
armatures
Transportation - The goods will be transported from
the storage torus to the main torus using
CASSSC’s for internal transportation of the goods to
the grocery stores, the 6-seater vehicle (as mentioned
in operations) but with storage space due to the
removal of the seats will be used.
Grocery Stores - The grocery stores will be the final
stage of product distribution.

Macronutrient

Approximate
Percentage of Daily
Caloric Requirement

Protein

12% to 20%

Fat

30%

Carbohydrates

50% to 60%
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4.1.8 Disaster Management
a
There will be 25 managerial
positions, out of which 3 will
be supervising
positions
which oversee the other 22 (1
manager per 500 people).
Each manager
will
be
responsible to ensure the
safety of the 500 residents
assigned to them in case of a
contingency and residents
will have to report to their
respective managers. People
will be assigned to their
respective managers location
wise to ensure a smooth
evacuation process.
If a sector needs to evacuate,
residents can assemble in the
green areas of their sectors.
In case of complete evacuation, an S.O.S communique will be sent to the nearest settlement and residents will
leave the settlement using escape pods.

Community Layout
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4.2 Residential Design

Fig 1. One Bedroom Apartment

Fig 2. Studio Apartment

Fig 3. 3 Bedroom Apartment
Exterior Views -

Fig 4. 3 Bedroom Townhouse First Floor

Fig 5. 3 Bedroom Townhouse Ground Floor

One Bedroom Villa

Fig 6. One Bedroom Villa

Apartment Building 3 Bedroom Townhouse
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protection.
have 12,000 of these
spacesuits.
Married Atlas willMarried
Total
no.
couples
couples with
children*

Type of home
design

Dimensions (sq
ft)

Singles

Studio
Apartment

20 X 40

3200

One Bedroom
Apartment

20 X 40

1600

Two Bedroom
Apartment

25 X 40

-

Three Bedroom
Apartment

30 X 50

-

One Bedroom
Townhouse

28 X 30

Three Bedroom
Villa (2 floors)

28 X 30

-

3200

600

-

2200

2000

-

2000

-

480

100

-

100

-

-

-

50

-

480

50

According to the anticipated demographics of the original population, th ere are 220 children. This table assumes
that at least 150 families, some with 2 or more children, will inhabit the settlement.

4.3 Safety systems outside the
settlement
4.3.1 Spacesuits
The “Biosuit” is the standard
space suit that will be used. It is
a body-hugging spacesuit which will
ensure mobility. Application
of mechanical counterpressure will
remove need for a specially pressurized
suit.
Materials used – Spandex,
polyethylene, hydrogenated BNNTs,
elastic cords
Features - Nitrogen based
propulsion system, helmet, carrier
bag with oxygen tanks and propulsion
System.
The Helmet will have AR
capabilities, giving information
about the wearer’s vitals, surroundings etc.
In the thrust unit, Nitrogen is used as a
propellant. This helps the wearer maneuver around
easily. This is also beneficial in case of detachment from
the settlement.
The Vertical Compression provided by the
Biosuit prevents muscle and bone degeneration.
Hydrogenated BNNTs provide radiation

4.3.2 Safety Systems
Materials:
The
tethers
consist of two layers. The
inner layer being of Carbon
Fiber and the outer layer
being of Silicon Bucky
structures
Location: Attached to the
spacesuits

Tethers
Materials: The railings
will be made of 7075A
Aluminum Alloy
Location:
Outside
artificial gravity volumes,
around
ports
and
asteroid storage areas

Railings
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Airlock Side View

The Protostar Beta
It is a semi autonomous vehicle with
ample storage space for materials and is able to
seat 2 people for repairs that need human
intervention.
It can also be controlled from the control center in
the settlement.
Humans will always have to wear their
spacesuits when inside the vehicle.
It will use hypergolic propellent for
propulsion. As shown in the diagram, it will have 2
arms which are used to repair or replace the
damaged parts.
The Protostar beta is a smaller version of
the Protostar alpha and is to be used for repair
of external surfaces of the settlement
The Protostar Beta will land onto the jigs
from where it will get tethered and move to the
damaged areas

Airlock Orthographic View
Use of robots for repair – ERS (External Repair
Services) Robots provided by the Automation
Department would be used on the outer surfaces of
the Atlas. It would minimize the need for humans to
physically go outside the settlement to conduct
repairs.

4.3.3 Airlocks
There will be an airlock between de-pr essurized and
pressurized volumes.
There will be 2 types of airlocks of different sizes,
1. The CASSSC airlocks - 10 in number - 90 ft in
length and 40 ft in diameter.
2. The passenger airlocks - 4 in number - 30 ft in
length and 15 ft in radius.
There would be a cleaning bin in the
primary chamber of the passenger airlock where the
spacesuit would need to be put in order to remove
radioactive particles and cosmic dust.
The secondary chamber forms a connection
to the outside and gets pressurized or depressurized accordingly.
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4.4 Research Facilities
Research
Facility
Material
processing (x2)

Location

Industrial Area
(for 0.5g)
Central Hub
(for 0g)

Nanotechnology
- Material
Manipulation
(x2)

Industrial Area
(for 0.5g)

Central hub
(for 0g)

Equipment

Dimensions

For material processing in 0.5 g (ref 7.3), we
will mainly focus on the processes of
hydrometallurgy and pyrometallurgy. For
hydrometallurgy, the primary equipment
required are two titanium autoclave chambers
adjacent to the facilities. For ore processing in 0
g, we will be utilizing the method of fractional
distillation and utilizing gas centrifuges.

0.5g facility100m X 60m

Most equipment required for nanotechnology is
not unique to it. Basic equipment required for
the lab would include microscopes, probes,
nanolithography systems, manipulation and
fabrication systems, etc. A more specific
example of nanolithography systems, equipment
such as Atomic Force Microscopy thermal
cantilevers which triggers chemical reactions on
surfaces, changing its chemical functionality
and/or phase. One can modify the wettability of
a polymer at the Nano-level utilizing this
technique.

0.5 g facility100m X 60m

0g facility100m X 50m

0g facility100m X 50m

There will be two different r esearch facilities, one at 0.5 g and one at 0 g. In these facilities, we will also be able to
study asteroid regolith in the research facilities for Material Manipulation.

4.5 Recreational and Social Activities
Activity

Description

Virtual Reality

Located in the Recreational Centres, the 2 Virtual Reality Hubs at Atlas offer gaming as well as VR
experiences. This will help the residents stay in touch with Earth. A wide variety of experiences, for
example, guided tours of terrestrial cities, could be shown to residents using omnidirectional treadmills.

Sports and games

Although the low levels of gravity in the settlement rule out conventional sports like football, basketball,
residents can still compete in activities ranging from comparing resistance training performance all the
way to competitive gaming at a large level. This is done through the use of online leaderboards.

Physical Activity

The 27 parks of Atlas can be used for a plethora of physical activities, like track and field and other
athletics.

Performances

The Parks can be utilised by using them as venues for organising cultural programmes or concerts, once a
week. The audience would make up for the running costs of the events with ticket sales. The performers
can either be resident volunteers or professionals paid for by ticket sales.

Recreational
Centres

The 2 Recreational Centers at Atlas each have a game room, discotheque, a gym, a VR and a banquet hall.
The banquet halls are spaces where residents can host private events. The game rooms are used for
billiards, card games, and arcade games. In the gyms, equipment to promote cardiovascular fitness levels
is readily available, like treadmills, ellipticals, stair masters, and bikes. Resistance training is
also provided for, with the use of cable machines that employ piston-driven vacuum cylinders along with
a flywheel to provide resistance.
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5.0 AUTOMATION
DESIGN AND
SERVICES

5.0 AUTOMATION
Introduction
• All robots will be docked in the warehouse for storage/repair when not in use.
• All interior robots are equipped with a fire extinguisher that will automatically get activated in
the presence of a fire.
• All robots are autonomous and have secondary access from the control room. The control room
will have multiple quantum supercomputers, for all necessary operations and algorithms.
• All robots will be communicating with servers using the Photonic Crystal Fiber cables which are in
the internal structure of the torus (Refer to operations for further details).
• Since most of our robots are autonomous, they require greater amounts of information storage
and very quick assimilation of that information. For the purposes of data storage, a cloud network
will be established wherein all the information that a robot takes in is instantly backed up on to a
server which serves as a “cloud” for information. Cloud storage provides a shared knowledge
database by which the robots can easily share their information with each other and can align
themselves to work collaboratively in order to achieve a common task. The maximum capacity of
all the servers combined is 4PB.
• Multi-functional Personal Tool – Each robot will have Wi-Fi module as a component to connect to
the settlements Wi-Fi. The ATCO or personal computer will have a software called “Atlas
Administration” which can be accessed by official personnel and the control center. Details have
been mentioned in each subparagraph. The supercomputers at the control center will have
secondary control to all robots. ATCO will be used to access most robots (as mentioned in each sub
point).
Access to

Personnel

Verification method

Number of
devices

Supercomputers, vi tal data, servers a nd
res earch files and commands from
ea rth, operational data about
s ettlement

Hea d
a dministrator &
s enior engineering
tea m

Body Movement Analysis
(BMA) a nd 3D facial
recognition

Supercomputers
= 10

Al l PC’s , a ll documents and access to
mes sages from Ea rth, Information
a bout oncoming debris

Hea d s cientists,
ha zmat teams,
executive board

Voi ce: pitch a nd
frequency a nalysis

PCs = 2500

Al l PC’s , l abs and research files

Sci entists and
technical personnel

Iri s scanner

PCs = 800

Al l PC’s a nd data servers

Computer
engi neers for
repa ir/maintenanc
e

Iri s scanner

PCs = 5000

Bus iness/stock i nformation, cryptocurrency da ta and encrypted data

Industrial pod
ma nagers, senior
IT pers onnel

Pa l m s can (both hands)

-

General i nformation, entertainment,
education data

Al l guests and
res i dents

RFID ca rd

-

Servers = 20

5.1
JIGS
•Female jig plates will be located all over the exterior of the settlement as well as on the interior, at
0 g locations where robots will need to attach.
•Male jig plates will be attached to the bottom of robots (which need to operate in 0g) and these will
interlock with the female plate.
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Interior Furnishing Robots (IFR)
•All interior housing components are modular
and have integrated electrical connections. These
parts will only need to be assembled together.
•When stationary, two hydraulic stilts will
emerge from the base to stabilise the robot.
•JOINTS:
Hinge (2): (distance from base when retracted)
1 st hinge: 0.4 m (1.31 ft); 2 nd Hinge: 1 m (3.28
ft)
Wrist (1): for fixture attachment

PROPERTIES
No. of wheels

2

No. of s ti lts (hydraulic)

2

DIMENSIONS

Ba s e (cuboid)

1.2 m (3.94 ft) x 1.2 x
0.3m

Robotic a rm (telescopic)

Retra cted

1.5 m (4.92 ft)

Extended

3 m (9.84 ft)

STORAGE
Ba s e

fi xtures (wrench,
gri pper, pliers), modular
cons truction parts,
ba tteries (Li-ion)
{runtime = 2.5-3 hrs }
MATERIALS

Ri ms

Al umi nium-Magnesium
a l loys

Tyres

Hi gh-grade rubber

Ba s e (cube)

Dura lumin

Robotic a rm

Dura lumin

Hydra ulic stilts

Dura lumin

CAT36 – Autonomous trucks for constructionc arrying CASSSC
DIMENSIONS
Length

10.97 m (36 ft)

Brea dth

4.88 m (16 ft)

Hei ght

3.66 m (12 ft)

Features common to all (following) Construction
Robots
•The robots will be modular through a set up by
which modules can be added to a base chassis. A
gimbal rotating in the X-Y plane on the upper surface
of the cuboidal bases willassist modularity.
•The cuboidal base will serve as onboard storage the
robot. It will carry tools and modular attachments
specific to the task it has been assigned. A closed
compartment will store debris formed during
construction which can be discharged through a port
once the robot docks in the warehouse. Along with
the debris port, charging capability will be provided
via a self-latching port found on the robot.
•All robots will have a control panel and safety switch
onboard for human intervention.
•Data collected by the robots via its onboard sensors
will be sent to the settlement servers where it will be
used for machine learning algorithms to improve the
robot.
•Data Access and Security – Official personnel
working in “Construction” department can use “Atlas
Administration” to access the program of any robot.
Major changes will be encrypted using quantum
encryption.
Human
Intervention
•The construction robots for building the settlement
(exterior) will have their base station on an Earthorbiting satellite from where they will be launched.
•Humans on Earth will operate these robots through
radio waves that will be relayed via the satellite to the
robot.
•The robots will be capable of performing tasks
autonomously but will have to be summoned
manually.
•The ICS (Interior Construction Services) will also be
capable of performing tasks autonomously, however
they will have to be summoned for their tasks by
humans.
•Engineers will monitor their work through cameras
from the control room. If needed, the humans can be
on-site for ICS and override all the processes of the
robots.
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ICS (Interior Construction Services)
•The ICS (Interior Cons truction Servi ces ) will also be
capable of performing tasks autonomousl y, however
they will ha ve to be summoned for thei r tasks by
huma ns.
•Engineers will moni tor thei r work through cameras
from the control room. If needed, the humans can be
on-si te for ICS and override all the processes of the
robots .

MATERIALS
- Ba s e

Dura lumin enforced
wi th s teel strips

- Ca terpillar tra cks

Synthetic rubber
enforced with steel
wi res

- Wheels (i nside the
tra cks )

Ti tanium

- Roboti c arms

Al umi nium-Iron alloy

•Modules will be changed autonomousl y and will
remain stowed in the cube base when not in use.
Examples of fi xtures a re simple gri ppers ,
el ectromagnets, etc.
•No. of robots – 450

Internal Construction
Robot

ECS (Exterior Construction Services)
•The external construction robots will ha ve a cuboidal
base tha t will ha ve Rea ction Control Sys tem (RCS)
thrus ters mounted on each of its 6 s urfaces.
•Sockets for a ttachment of modules will be pla ced on
all surfa ces of the cuboi dal base. By defaul t, the
roboti c a rm will be a ttached to all construction
robots .
•The cuboidal RCS bases will ha ve slots
for stowa ge a ttachments for the robotic a rm ends.
Depending on the cons truction task at hand, the
corresponding fi xture will be a ttached. The
a ttachments include ri veting guns , drills , simple
gri ppers etc.

PROPERTIES
Dimensions

- Ba s e (cube)

Si de = 1.9 m (6.23 ft)

- Roboti c arm

Length = 10 m (33 ft) ; Ra dius
= 0.5 m (1.64 ft)

- Hydra ulic gri ppers

Length = 4 m (13.12 ft)

Thrusters

Monopropellant Hydrazine

Materials

- Ba s e

Ferro-titanium a lloy

- Robotic arm

Buckys tructure

No. of robots

20

5.2 Maintenance and Repair
Features common to all Maintenance and Repair
bots
•The robots will be modula r wi th a set up by
whi ch components can be added to a base chassis. A
gi mbal rota ting a round the X-Y plane on the upper
surface of the cuboidal bases will allow manipula tion
modules to be attached.
•The cuboidal base will serve as storage onboa rd the
robot. It will ca rry tools and modular a ttachments
specifi c to the task it has been assigned. A closed
compa rtment
will
store
debris
tha t during cons tructi on whi ch can be discha rged
through a port once the robot docks in the
wa rehouse. Al ong wi th the debris port, cha rgi ng
capability will be provided via a self-latchi ng port
found on the robot.
•All robots will ha ve a control panel and safety s wi tch
onboa rd. This panel will apprise human opera tors of
the task the robot is executing and will enable human
i ntervention if needed.
•Da ta collected by the robots via i ts onboard sensors
will be sent to the settlement servers where this data
wi l l be used to train a machine l earning algorithm.
•Repair robots will undergo human intervention more
often than construction robots and so they will ha ve
an OLED displa y to upda te surroundi ng
workers /technicians of the robot's tasks . Robot
override can ta ke pla ce through this control panel .
Onl y offi cial personnel can a ccess this wi th a securi ty
code tha t will enable them to override robots upon
ma l function or i t is unable to access a particular a rea.
•Robotic Arm: The main module atta ched to ea ch
robot base will be a 6 Degrees of Freedom (DOF)
roboti c a rm. The ends of this arm will ha ve IR
Ca meras and tactile pads. The motors of the base a re
wa ter cooled and those of the a rm and modules a re
ai r cooled. For the wa ter cooling, a radiator will be
pres ent on the rear s urface of the robot.
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•Da ta Access and Securi ty – Official personnel working
in “Maintenance and Repair” depa rtment can use
“Atlas Administra tion” to a ccess the program of any
robot a t the control centre. Da ta will be encrypted
using quantum encryption. The senior adminis trati on
will ha ve a quantum key in order to a ccess the robots
(i n ca se of major changes).

Number and dimensions
•Exteri or cuboidal bases: 10
•Interior cuboidal bases: 10
•Robotic a rms: 20
ROBOTIC ARMS
Ma teri al

Buckys tructure (painted with a layer of
pol yurea)

Di mension

Length = 4 m (13.12 ft) ; Ra dius = 0.7 m
(2.3 ft)

IRS (Interior Repair Services)
MATERIALS
Ba s e (cuboidal)

Dura lumin

Features common to all livability robots:

Ri ms & Stilts

Ti tanium

Tyres

Hi gh quality treaded
rubber

•Unless specified, ea ch robot is made of 7075
Al umi num Alloy.
•Ea ch robot has a panel a t the bottom of the base,
whi ch can be opened for human intervention and
control of systems i n private s paces.

•The cuboidal base will ha ve a gi mbal on i ts upper
surface for a tta chment of modules for manipula ting
objects . The modules a tta ched to the base robot will
depend on the task they a re being hailed for.
•The robot will ha ve a tta chments for ji gs on i ts side
surfaces to a tta ch to the settlement. This also adds to
the modulari ty by allowing the a ttachment of not onl y
jigs but also ladders, supports and railing for human
i ntervention.

ERS (Exterior Repair Services)
•The base for this robot will be cuboidal . It will ha ve
thrusters on 5 sides wi th a gimbal for module
a ttachment on the 6th side. The thrus ters used will be
monopropellant hydra zine thrus ters for eas y
ma noeuvra bility.
•The modula r base will ha ve ba rrier doors in whi ch
the roboti c a rms will be stored. Depressuri zing vents
will be present on the interi or of the robot to prevent
da mage when leaving pressurised areas.
•Broken pa rts /debris will be collected by the a rms
and stored in the cuboidal base. A trash port will
dis cha rge this waste from where i t will be sent to
processing.
•The robots will be equipped onl y wi th the tools they
need for the repai r they a re s ummoned for. The
robots will also be capable of operati ng
autonomousl y but can also be remotel y overri dden
from the control room.

CB1600 (Cleaning robots)
The settlement will not onl y ha ve cons truction and
repai r robots but also personal, smaller robots for
mis cellaneous tasks . Pri ma ril y opera ting in a
household envi ronment, the CB1600 will be used for
tasks such as cleaning, va cuuming and assisti ve
tas ks.
Na vi gation a nd Sensing:
•Robots will be equipped wi th 2 offset IR Ca meras to
detect edges and surfaces . In case robots need to lea ve
the househol d envi ronment, they will tra ck IR reflecti ve
dots along pathways.
•Robots will also ha ve dynami c ta ctile sensors in case
tha t an edge is not detected a ccura tel y. This data will be
sent to an online server and used for a machine lea rning
a l gorithm to i mprove navigation.
Attachments and Peripherals:
•Ea ch robot will ha ve a cuboidal base with modula r
a ttachments. Ports will be provided on ea ch robot
surface to change a rms , grippers , dri ve motors or power
s ys tems.
•Gri ppers , brushes and va cuum a ttachments will be
s tored on the robot’s chassis tha t can be swapped out
a nd a ttached on the robotic arms.
Number:
•Number - There will be 4280 multi purpose robots (1
robot per floor in apa rtments and for 530 houses in
i ndependent housing).
•Da ta storage – Robots will ha ve minimal storage on
board as they will cons tantl y be uploadi ng onto
the s ettlement's online servers.
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HP5525 (Health Plus Robot)
The HP5525 robot will be used to automa te repeti ti ve
and basic healthca re tasks to increase speed and
effi ciency. Tasks li ke blood sampling can be done
ra pi dly a nd efficiently wi thout human intervention.

Mecha nism:
•The HP5525, like the res t of the robots on the
settlement, will ha ve a base with sockets to a ccept
modular a ttachments. Atta chments will be speciall y
designed for a fi xed task and swapped out depending
on the patients' medical issue.
•For tasks i nvol ving blood sampling, the robot will use
computer vision to tra ck a vein, hol d down the pa tient's
hand and inject the needle. Blood sampled will
be processed within the hospi tal and resul ts will be
conveyed to the pa tient on his/her personal ATCO
devi ce.
UX Details:
•Speakers on the base of the robot will provide
i ns tructions to the patient.
•In case human interventi on is needed, a button on the
robot ca n be used to call a trained medical technician.
Di mensions and Number:
•Number – 2 per medical facility
•Di mensions – Hei ght: 30 inches ; Extendable a rms : 10
i nches; Length: 25 i nches.
•Da ta s tora ge – Data from blood sampling will not be
s tored on the robot. Pa tient details and his tory along
wi th the results of the sampling will be s tored on the
settlement servers and will be accessible to residents
though their ATCO personal device.

Gym Band
When someone enters the gym, he/she will collect the
ba nd from the gym.
UX Deta ils
•Its basi c functi ons a re - time, da te, and music (whi ch
can be hea rd using ea rphones). It also has specialized
features like – tra cking brea thi ng and pulse ra te,
explana tion of ea ch gym ma chine, crea ting an exercise
plan based on personal goals (whi ch includes a diet
plan, which ma chines to use, weekl y plan etc.). This
plan will then be sent to the person’s ATCO and can be
cha nged by the consumer as per he/she sees fit.
•A softwa re button enables users to call a gym trainer.
Once the person’s gym session is over, the user-based
details will be wiped from the band and trans ferred to
the us er's profile on the cloud.
Number
•Number – 600 ba nds with 20 extra bands i n total.
Da ta Storage
•Through the workout session, da ta will be stored on
the band and the user-based details will be sent to the
users ATCO. Once the workout is over, this da ta will
be tra nsferred to the user’s profile on the cloud.

FNB Robots (Food and Beverage Robots)
Over 1 hour and 45 minutes a re spent every da y on
cooking. An autonomous cooking s ys tem woul d grea tl y
increase effi ciency of cooki ng food on the settlement
while enhancing li vabili ty. Atlas implements
autonomous Food and Bevera ge servi ces in a cos teffective manner.
Da ta Storage – Basic da ta for functi oning of robots will
be burnt into an internal chip; however, da ta collected
over time will be stored in servers so i t ma y be used for
ma chine learning algorithms.
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Cooking robots:
•Cooking robots will be present in every house. The
kitchen in each house will be designed for integrated
working of automationand humans.
•Two arms with module attachment sockets will be
attached to the ceiling. Modules for cooking such as
grippers, tongs, cutlery and cutting devices will be
stored in a tray. Depending on the action being
executed by the arm, the robot will select the required
module. It will use IOT technology to communicate
with kitchen utensils like ovens, stove etc. The display
can be used to choose recipes and for human
intervention.
•Pre-set recipes will be stored on the settlement
servers and will be accessible by the FNB Robots.
These recipes willbe constantlyupdated by chefs.
•Number – 8030 (one in each house)

1.2192m
(4ft)

0.6096m
(2ft)
2.1366m(7
ft)
0.762m
(2.5ft)

Data Storage- The cooking robots can be accessed
through the ATCO or manual displa y panel . Seconda ry
control is at the control room. Majori ty of the data
wi l l be synced online.

There will be 8 vi rtual reality hubs in the recreati onal
center and 8030 televisions (1 for ea ch house).
Computing ma y be done on the ATCO or thei r own
personal laptops. Deli very of robot resources ha ve been
mentioned above. Personal da ta (such as the gym band,
cooking robots) will be s ynced wi th the persons ATCO.
Pri va te data on the ATCO can be encrypted by the user
s tarti ng from 256 AES (s tanda rd of encryption). For
hi ghl y sensiti ve informa tion, quantum encryption will be
us ed to s ecure data.

Fi g:
dia gram
of
networks
to
enable
connecti vi ty. It shows connecti vi ty, communi ty
computing assets and hiera rchy of all robots and
s ervi ces of the s ettlement.
5.4
As teroids will be ca ptured using a buckys tructure net
(wi th ferroma gneti c impuri ties) to prevent asteroids
from breaking up due to the mechanical stress in the
capturi ng process . Though the net is not expected to
exceed 0.1g duri ng normal opera tion, i t has been
provided wi th increased flexibili ty gi vi ng i t a ma xi mum
tol erance of 0.5g.

General Information
The ATCO (refer to
operations) will be used
for pers onal delivery of
communication s ervices
a nd i nformation. There
a re multiple
entertainment centers (as
mentioned in Human
fa ctors).

Refer 2.4 for further details on the capturing
mechanism and drawing of buckystructure net.
The s ys tem will be deployed using a winch, whi ch is
a ttached to the end of the Ti tanium a xle. The net will
further be expanded using thrus ters . Bucky s tructure
“ropes” will be used to connect the winches to the
Bucky s tructure net. There will be 8 winches at the side
of the s ettlement.
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Data Security and Access – Due to its importance,
all changes can only be done at the control centre.
Data will be quantum encrypted for maximum
security and speed.

5.5
Ore loading mechanism

Fig: Winch used for deployment of bucky
structure net. Amount of net to be released can
be controlled depending upon size of asteroid.

Fig: Ore-Directing Belt
Data access and security – Data can be accessed
by official personnel at the control centre or near
the space dock. The “Atlas Administration”
software will be used for human intervention or
changes need in the robot. This data will be
encrypted to 265 AES.
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6.0 COST AND SCHEDULE
6.1 Design and Construction Schedule – Gantt Chart
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6.2 Costs
Category

Cost

Number of Employees

Pl a nning

$350,000,000

400

Hi ri ng a nd Training

$550,070,000

10,000

Res earch

$350,000,000

500

Cons truction of Ma chinery

$260,600,000

20,000

Cons truction of Robots

$104,000,000

500

Prel i minary Construction

$10,000,000,000

5000

Pha s e 1

$10,250,000,000

100 (pri marily a utomated)

Pha s e 2

$35,500,000,000

100 (pri marily a utomated)

Pha s e 3

$80,750,000,000

100 (pri marily a utomated)

Pha s e 4

$300,650,000,000

100 (pri marily a utomated)

Pha s e 5

$25,790,000,000

75 (pri marily a utomated)

Es ta blishment of agricultural
util ities

$57,221,000,000

250

Pha s e 6

$225,350,000,000

250

Pha s e 7

$75,500,000,000

200

Fi nal testing

$1,750,000,000

75

Pha s e 8

$25,990,000,000

350

Ha bitation

$54,000,000,000

Other cos ts

$3,967,000,000

-

Total

$908,332,670,000

38,000
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7.1 Securing of Asteroid
A Buckys tructure net wi th a deployment s ys tem
including eight robots would be deployed. Thrus ters at
the ba ck of the robot will appl y force to change the
asteroid’s orbi t. Our unique tightening mechanis m will
ens ure that no asteroid material is shed.
Securing the Asteroid to its Destination in Cis-Lunar
Space
The Buckys tructure net will be connected to Atlas using a
ti tanium beam made of Buckys tructure. The thrus ters
will be used to slow down the asteroid along wi th the
propulsion s ys tems of the enti re settlement. The
asteroid will be movi ng along wi th the settlement to the
requi red l ocation at a n acceleration of 0.05 g.

Dust entered inside the settlement
The exterior s tructure is extremel y thi ck and consists
of HDPE, Silicon buckys tructure, Ti tanium along wi th 7
other materials whi ch prevent dus t from entering the
s ettlement.
•Space Walk - An ai rlock consisti ng of 2 chambers will
ensure tha t dust does not enter. The spa cesuit
(exposed to dust) will be deposited i n the primary ha tch.
•Spaceport Dock – Human spa ce docks a re pressuri zed to
prevent dust from entering.
• The pyrometallurgy chamber will ha ve an air ci rcula tion
s ys tem tha t will peri odi call y puri fy the air of dus t. The
surfaces
inside
the
research
labs
will
ha ve replaceable polarized films that will a ttract dust.

Pa th of As teroid Through The Settlement

7.3 Asteroid Material Research

•The broken-down as teroid material will be transported
from the spaceport dock to the resea rch facili ty using
CASSSCs mounted on a truck.
•There a re two different research
fa ci lities with 2 different g l evels (0g and 0.5g).
•Pri ma ril y S and M type asteroids will be mi ned and
Number and Location of Propulsion Systems
ha rvested for their materials.
4 propulsion s ys tems (Subcontra cted) wi th 2 loca ted on •To compensate for reduced pressure levels and
ei ther side of the central axis.
di fferent tempera tures (0 and 0.75 a tm), methods of
metallurgy such as autocla ves will be used to si mulate
hi gh pressure envi ronments and the industrial a rea of
the torus will ha ve a central hub from where different
Asteroid Harvesting Mechanism
resea rch labs can be set to tempera tures whi ch
•After the as teroid has been captured by ma xi mise the effi ciency of the metallurgy process for
the
Buckys tructure
net, percussion-penetra tor di fferent metal ores.
mechani cal drill robots will drill speci fi c portions of the
asteroid whi ch ha ve high concentra tions of the Research Processes
•0.5g level – Prima ry methods : hydro and
ore, determined by s pectrometers.
•The drilling robots will approa ch the hi gh pyrometallurgy. Hydrometallurgy: 2 ti tani um high
concentra tion porti ons of the asteroid from the central pressure cha mbers (autocla ves ) to extra ct the metal in
ti tanium a xle whi ch is 400m long and 50m wide. The i ts purest form. The fa ct that the asteroid ore has been
number of drilling robots requi red to be deployed will broken down prior to putting i t through the highbe determined depending on the the si ze of the pressure chambers takes ca re of the s teps of crushing
asteroid, as determined by the onboa rd computer. The a nd gri nding.
drilling robots will enter the net from points defined in •0 g level - Gas centri fuges will allow us to extra ct
meta ls using fractional distillation.
the net.
•In both 0 g and 0.5 g areas – Nanotechnology will be
used to mani pulate ma terials. Multi ple nanotech based
SC 2019 – Flying Storage Unit
•SC 2019 will be a fl ying s tora ge uni t whi ch will be able s ys tems such as nano-li thographers and nanobots will
be used to make ma terial manipulation and metal
to ca rry 80 CASSSCs .
•The SC 2019 will a tta ch i tself to the side of the extra cti on more efficient.
mi ning pod. The impure ore whi ch is extra cted by the •A separa te contra ctor will be used to provide
mi ning pod will be deposited to the s torage unit. Once equipment using whi ch we will tes t the physi cal and
chemi cal properties of metals tha t we extra ct. It is
ful l , it will move back to the space dock.
es tima ted tha t a total of 6 MW of power will be
requi red for these processes.

7.2 Asteroid Harvesting
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8.A Operational Scenario
The Atlas Settlement is a unique and innovative space settlement, designed to make all
passengers feel at home. As mentioned in the executive summary, practical and innovative
technologies created by each department ensure that all residents have an experience better than
that on Earth - while being a very profitable venture. Northdonning Heedwell has remarkably
integrated all departments for efficient functioning of the settlement with livability and construction
robots, an internal transport system, recreational facilities etc. In order to fulfil the main objective of
mining an asteroid, we are using a buckystructure net to capture the asteroid. Thrusters attached to
the net will ensure that the entire asteroid is encapsulated and secured. Penetrating percussion drills
will be used to obtain the ore. The SC 2019 will then be used to carry up to 80 CASSSCs full of ores.
An ore carrying belt will be used to carry the ore from the space dock to the inside of the settlement.
Inside the settlement, the MATS will be used to transport the ore to research laboratories and other
such locations. Research laboratories have been specially developed to test and research on the ore
under extreme conditions. Such an innovative yet planned mechanism will ensure that the main
objective of the settlement – mining of asteroids in outer space – will be highly efficient and
profitable.
All in all, on reading the proposal, it is evident that Northdonning Heedwell ensures that its objective
is completely fulfilled while all residents have a stay that is unparalleled on Earth.
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8.0 APPENDICES
8.C Compliance Matrix
S.No

RFP Point

Requirement

Page Number

1.

1.0

Brief Description of overall design features and
merits

3

2.

2.1

Artificial gravity of 0.5 G

5

3.

2.1

Uses of large enclosed areas and dimensions

5

4.

2.1

Isolation of habitable areas in emergencies

7

5.

2.1

Design when attached to asteroid and not attached
to asteroid

8

6.

2.2

Allocation and uses of down surfaces

9

7.

2.2

Orientation of down surfaces

9

8.

2.3

Construction Process specifying when gravity will be
applied

9-11

9.

2.4

Interfaces of capture/ retention systems

11

10.

2.4

Direction of acceleration

12

11.

2.5

Route for ore-filled CASSSCs to Atlas’ port

13

12.

3.1

Orbital location for construction

15

13.

3.1

Table identifying types, amounts, and sources of
construction materials

15

14.

3.2

Table specifying quantities of consumables

16

15.

3.3

Diagrams of primary construction vehicles, showing
how raw materials are converted to finished form.

22

16.

3.3

Description of materials/components/subassemblies
delivered to the machines

22

17.

3.4

Specifications of amount of thrust required to move
at 0.1 G

23

18.

3.4

Drawings showing propulsion interfaces and thrust
directions

23

19.

3.5

Drawing of CASSSCs on a transport vehicle in the
settlement

24

20.

4.1

List of major types of consumables, quantities, and
sources

27
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21.

4.1

Maps and illustrations of community designs

29

22.

4.2

Exterior designs and interior floorplans of at least
6 home designs

30

23.

4.3

Dimensioned designs of systems, devices, and
vehicles

32

24.

4.3

Spacesuit features to allow humans to work
outside pressurized regions.

31

25.

4.3

Safety systems enabling human inspection and
repair of Atlas’ rotating volumes

31

26.

4.3

Airlock designs between habitable areas and
unpressurized volumes

32

27.

4.4

Description of locations and configurations of
research laboratories

33

28.

4.4

Description of equipment available to researchers
to enable investigation of a wide variety of
material manipulation conditions and processes

33

29.

4.5

List of recreational and social activities available in
a typical week on Atlas

33

30.

5.1

Description of uses of automation for construction

35

31.

5.1

Drawings showing automated construction and
assembly devices for interior and exterior
purposes and illustrating how they operate

37

32.

5.2

Description when and how human intervention in
automated functions is required

37

33.

5.2

Description of security measures to ensure that
only authorized personnel have access, and only
for authorized purposes

35

34.

5.3

Show automation systems to enhance livability in
the community, productivity is work
environments, and conveniences in residences

38

35.

5.3

Description of access to community computing
assets and robot resources from homes and
workplaces

40

36.

5.3

Provisions for privacy of personal data and control
of systems in private spaces

40

37.

5.3

Description of devices for personal delivery of
communications services, entertainment,
information, computing, and robot resources

40
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38.

5.4

Drawings of automation systems for deploying
and/or activating asteroid capture and retention
systems

41

39.

5.5

Drawings depicting ore-loading operations

41

40.

6.1

Durations and completion dates of major design,
construction, and occupation tasks, depicted in a
Gantt Chart with monthly or smaller increments

43

41.

6.2

Spreadsheets listing separate costs associated
with the different phases of construction, and
showing total costs that will be billed to the
Foundation Society

44

42

7.0

Definition of interface for attaching to an asteroid
and applying force to change its orbit

46

43.

7.0

Definition of configuration and deployment
system for asteroid capture and retention system

46

44.

7.0

Implementation of measures to prevent loose
asteroid surface material from shedding off the
asteroid when it is accelerated at 0.05 g

46

45.

7.0

Provision of system to mitigate asteroid dust
migration into and inside the settlement

46

46.

7.0

Specification of number and location of propulsion
interfaces

46

47.

7.0

Showing of configuration of the spaceport dock;
only one ship at a time will visit Atlas

46

48.

7.0

Description of how crews enter and exit ships in
the spaceport dock

46

49.

7.0

Provision of transportation of asteroid materials to
research facilities

46

50.

7.0

Provision of research ore-processing capability in
various g levels between 0 g and 0.5 g

46

51.

7.0

Provision research ore-processing capability in
various atmosphere pressures, compositions, and
temperatures, from cold vacuum to small volumes
with high pressures and temperatures

46

52.

7.0

Provision of 5 MW of power for variety of
equipment to process asteroid materials in search
for new properties and applications

46

53.

7.0

Provision of 1 MW of power for processes to test
asteroid material properties

46
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